
RR-35.01
Building Area: (sf)
34,084 SF

Cost per Square Foot: 
$375 / SF

Construction Cost
$12.8 Million

Date of Completion:
October 2020

Program Summary:
The restoration, renovation, and repurposing of a historic building 
which includes apartments, indoor and outdoor community spaces, 
tenant space, and a museum.

Program Statement:
The renovation, restoration, and conversion of this 1916 historic 
office building in the heart of New Orleans’ Warehouse District into 
fourteen luxury apartments, commercial office space, resident 
community space and rooftop terrace, as well as a new home for a 
museum, which occupies the bottom two floors of the building. The 
museum is situated within the city’s well-trafficked Museum Corridor.

The project included: modern architectural exterior enhancements 
using metal panel wall systems, the restoration of the existing wood 
windows, the restoration/repair of existing stucco and masonry, 
modern architectural interior design elements within residential 
spaces and community spaces, landscape architecture 
enhancements, two new elevators, and updated building systems 
and utilities.



RR-35.02
BEFORE

Originally, the building was a yellow 
tan color that was on both the field 
areas and the trim work. Grime and 
vegetation covered the parapet. Two 
non-historic awnings covered the 
two side entries, and one non-
historic barrel awning covered the 
central entry. The palm trees were 
overgrown.

AFTER

After cleaning the façade from top to 
bottom, repairing, tucking, pointing 
the brick, the façade was ready to be 
repainted. Using two complementary 
colors allowed for the trim work and 
accent elements to become 
predominate in the façade. Two new 
awnings were installed at the side 
entries as well as a new dome 
awning at the central entry. 
Trimming the palm trees and adding 
landscaping and lighting further 
enhanced the façade.  

building before construction

building after construction



RR-35.03
EXISTING BUILDING

Photos show existing conditions of 
the building before design and 
construction began.



RR-35.04
FLOOR PLANS

1st floor plan

2nd floor plan

3rd floor plan

4th floor plan

5th floor plan

Burden space – elevator, stair, back 
of house
Jewish Museum

2 Bedroom Apartment

1 Bedroom Apartment

Community space

FLOOR PLAN KEY

private patio



RR-35.05
MATERIAL SELECTIONS

The materials and color selections 
were all kept neutral and simple so 
any apartment owner’s furniture and 
décor would coincide with the 
materials of the space.

One pop of color was chosen for the 
apartment signs and textured accent 
walls within the apartment entry 
corridors. 



RR-35.06
DEMOLITION

Demolition work being done while 
making sure the historic elements of 
the building stay intact and not get 
damaged. 

Brick, windows, ceiling joists, and 
other elements were to be restored 
and brought back to its original state. 

Some wood joists were called out to 
be removed. Those were taken to a 
warehouse to be reused as other 
elements in the building (i.e., trim 
work in the indoor community space 
and shelfing in some of the 
apartment units).

Bottom left photo: Upon demoing the 
fourth floor, two metal windows were 
found in the walls. The kitchen was 
designed to go on this wall and was 
edited during the construction 
process for the windows to be shown 
in the final design. The windows 
were trimmed out and painted to 
match the rest of the building.



RR-35.07
WINDOW RESTORATION

All historic wood windows for the 
building were called out to be 
removed, restored back to its original 
state and reinstalled. 

Each window was accessed by the 
contractor and marked with a tag 
noting which window it was. For 
example, this window was noted: 
3E5; meaning, this window was on 
the 3rd floor on the east elevation 
and was the 5th window from the left.

From there, each window was given 
a description of what needed to be 
fixed or what was missing on the 
window in the following categories: 
upper sash, lower sash, frame, 
glass, and hardware.

This window, 3E5 had the following 
description:

Upper Sash – 1 mutton busted
Lower Sash – ok
Frame – interior stop not original, 
has large screws
Glass – ok
Hardware – missing latch and 2 pulls

Overall, the window restoration 
progress took over 5 months from 
removal to reinstall.



RR-35.08

hallway before construction hallway demo completed hallway

existing elevator equipment elevator parts stored during construction relocation of elevator parts

APARTMENT HALLWAY DESIGN

The apartment hallways was 
designed at accentuate the original 
brickwork of the building. The brick 
was exposed, and the windows were 
restored and painted. The existing 
wood joists were painted with 
intumescent paint. The ceiling was 
cut back to allow for the joists to be 
exposed while adding a light cove to 
light the brickwork.

EXISTING ELEVATOR PARTS

The original Otis elevator was still 
intact and running; however, it 
needed to be brought up to code. 
Therefore, the parts were 
disassembled, stored, and placed in 
the rock garden under the apartment 
entry stair. There is a plaque 
informing guests of the elevator 
parts and their original location. 



RR-35.09
FINISHED BUILDING



RR-35.10
FINISHED BUILDING

New elevator with existing exposed 
brick with refurbished brick installed.

New stairwell with exposed historic 
brick and gyp walls.



RR-35.11
FINISHED BUILDING

Furnished apartment building 
available for lease.



RR-35.12
FINISHED BUILDING

Indoor and outdoor community 
space. The wood trim along the 
walls and the shelving on the back 
wall is the original wood joists that 
were removed from the building in 
another location.



RR-35.13
FINISHED BUILDING

Jewish Museum buildout on first 
floor and north wing of second floor 
of building.
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